
    

   
 

I'm looking for a home and am seeking a full time or long term contract opportunity in any or a 

combination of the following areas: Director of Marketing/Growth Hacking, Branding, Public 

Relations, Writing, Social Media/Content Strategy, Product Evangelism, Messaging, Sales, Full Scale 

Event Production, Strategic Partnerships, Sponsorship, Business Development (ALL B2B/B2C)  

 

 

 

Please reach me at alexsamgutman@gmail.com 

 

I'm a huge proponent of story telling to convey messages to audiences. I'll use it here to communicate 

my background. I’m ultimately looking for someone who’ll read the below, see the value I bring and 

invite me in for a chat. I am seeking a home to make a difference. 

 

Throughout my story, I share some quotes that have inspired me throughout my life, ones I am 

constantly striving to live by. I have many of my own, that are products of what I have seen in business 

overall and marketing specifically over the past 20 years and I use them to dictate my own 

philosophies.  

 

Every opportunity not to make something of an opportunity is a lost opportunity. -ME 

 

 

After almost 8 years in Israel, I am well-connected in the Startup scene, having consulted well over 30 

companies in the areas of Marketing, PR and Business Development. The tech areas covered include 

SaaS/Cloud, Assistive Technology, Mobile/Web/Behavioral Analytics, QA, CRO and Social Trading. 

http://bit.ly/2y6YlhB
http://bit.ly/2y6YlhB
http://bit.ly/2yLaGMF
mailto:alexsamgutman@gmail.com


On a personal note, I'm a Bikram Yoga veteran (2,400 Classes + over 12 years), nature lover, avid 

cyclist and seasoned traveler. The objects of my affection are my two beautiful baby daughters. They 

are indeed my inspiration. 

 

Being Authentic, REAL 

 

    
 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Iudde9ootOc


Technology Found 

 

 
 

 

   
 

 

 

I was a computer junkie during High School, having found a passion for technology via my Apple IIe 

that my parents bought me for my 15th Birthday. It was back then that I formed the foundation of my 

knowledge in Information Technology, becoming exposed to databases via Ashton Tate’s Dbase I, 

Word Processing via Wordstar, Spreadsheets via Visicalc and the Internet, which back then was known 

as the Arpanet, developed by the United States Defense Advanced Research Project Agency.  

 

I connected via a 300/1200 Baud modem, Kermit (Transmission Protocol) and a phone line that dialed 

into the University of Maryland’s VMS system (Yes. The phone bills dialing from Queens, NY were 

very high, as were the connect sounds! They drove Pooch nuts!) 

 

It opened up my world and I connected to people globally via a green dot and relay chat and was in 

constant touch via email with a cousin who was head of Tel Aviv University’s Computer Science Dept 

(Taunivm). I was a Usenet aficionado, and was amazed and enchanted by the huge amount of 

information that was available for FREE. This was mid 80s. 

 

I didn’t realize it back then, but I was essentially marketing in the pre-web world to spread the word to 

my friends about upcoming campus events using the CUNYVM Bitnet email system and instant 

messaging. I even had a BBS set up in my parent’s basement (the connection screech was too much for 

my mom to bear) on my dual 5.25 inch floppy equipped IIe. I aptly called it the Apple Orchard BBS 

and after a while had some active users. It was fun. Hey. I was 15 years old! 

 

I began programming in Motorola 6502 Assembly language and Apple Basic and created some graphic 

games. With my favorite show being Airwolf, for example I created a game that had a helicopter 

controlled via a joystick and fired missiles on command. I also played with the Pascal and FORTRAN 

languages. 

 

When I entered college in the mid 80s, I signed up for a Bitnet account on the computer center’s IBM 

VM/370 and instantly became connected to  thousands of Universities worldwide.  My dad purchased a 

Maxum 286 Turbo (6/8 MHZ) Intel computer for my 18th Birthday that boasted a whopping 42 

Megabyte Priam Hard Drive and Dual 5.25 floppies. I quickly became an MS Dos 3.3.expert. This was 

before Windows 3.1. 

 

Upon dropping out of Queens College after 3 years of my failed search of what I wanted to do in life, I 

was hired by a 70 Store national beachwear chain (Sales 80 Million Annually) as a Project coordinator 

for store systems. On the first day at the company, my manager, an ex-IDF Sergeant showed me 125 

stacked boxes that contained state-of-the-art IBM POS registers and said. You know POS? I asked: 

what’s that? He answered Point of Sale and handed me a stack of manuals and said here you go. I dove 

right in, learned the 4680 Operating system that was at the core of the General Sales Application, the 

software that ran the system.  



Shortly after, at the age of 23 I was having conversations with senior IBM engineers in Raleigh, NC 

and I learned 4680 basic which the software that ran the registers was programmed in. For the basic 

modifications that the company needed, I wrote much of the code and spent a few weeks down in 

Raleigh in sessions with IBM engineers. It was a new technology and Wings was one of the first retail 

chains to be rolling it out. 

 

       
 

Over the next 8 months or so and 70 hour + work weeks, I had traveled the country via plane, train, and 

automobile, and on a few occasions via bicycle, installing systems in over 70 stores, taking fresh 

inventory, setting up the systems with scanners, personalizing the registers, conducting QA, 

implementing communications between the head office in Queens and all the stores, training store 

personnel, handling price changes, SKU classification and pretty much all that was needed to maintain 

strict inventory control and robust sales abilities for a full-blown multi-million dollar retail operation. I 

spent many nights in the stores, barely sleeping and operating the bar code ticket printers and managing 

retail/distribution operations on the companies AS/400 – Based ERP system via dial-up modem. This 

was my LIFE. 

 

 

       
 

I was in my early 20s when I started at Wings and I had spent a few years at the company, when my 

former boss told me of an opening at Century 21 Dept. stores (then a booming retailer with 2 stores and 

sales of 100 million dollars plus) whose flagship store sat across from the World Trade Center in 

downtown Manhattan. The position was the Director of Store System Infrastructure tasked with 

maintaining an outdated NCR 7052 POS system while writing requests for proposals and meeting with 

national vendors to discuss requirements for a new IBM based system, the same one I rolled out for 

Wings. 



The budget for the project was close to a Million dollars. I worked 60+ hour weeks for 3 years and was 

in charge of every system that handled money including cash counting – Our cash counting WEIGHED 

money. (Yes. Even Bills), the cutting edge bio-metric (this was 1995) hand scanning Time and 

Attendance system for over 1,000 employees, credit card authorization and the POS system which was 

comprised of 150 stations that sat in the Manhattan and Brooklyn stores.  

 

I was one of the most important employees at the company and the environment was all very dynamic 

which I thrived on. I had 10 techs working for me both part and full time as well as a few contractors 

who worked as developers. I was also in charge of all Disaster Recovery contingency planning. State-

of-the-art alphanumeric pagers were worn by all the techs, trouble tickets were sent from a PC, 

operated by the helpdesk attendant. Remember, this was 1995. Wiring of this HUGE store was also a 

big mess, and we needed to run thousands of feet of fiber throughout the store, new cash wraps to 

accommodate the new registers, electrical. It was a challenge!!  

 

 

After I left Century after a few years of hard (but enjoyable:) labor, I consulted in the area of Retail 

Systems for such companies as The Gap, Louis Vuitton and Steve Madden. 



Elements of Sound 

 

       
 

 

   It was right around the time of my stint at Century 21 in the mid 90s that I  

   became involved in the music business when I met a musician in my infamous  

   building (The Commander Hotel on W. 73
rd

 St. on the Upper West Side of  

   Manhattan) that I discovered had mutual connections with me in Israel. I fell in  

   love with his band that melded the music of Carlebach and 60s Psychedelia. I  

   went on to manage, book and promote them using whatever technology was  

   available with the still-in-its-infancy WWW (Way before there was a term Social 

   Media Marketing) through the use of such avenues as email (for whoever had it) 

and YahooGroups coupled with real world marketing (word of mouth, posters, fliers and PR), booking 

and packing venues nationwide. With Inasense, now Soulfarm, I proved to myself that if you will it, it 

will come. They are still around and we are still all very close. I executive produced their second 

album, the Ride with multiple Emmy Award winning producer Jeffrey Lesser. I also helped design the 

packaging with my girlfriend at the time (Below). Click on the CD image for a musical taste you'll 

enjoy. 

 

 

The Lead Guitarist, now  

owns his own studio in  

Westchester, NY and has  

won a Grammy award for  

his work with Music Legend  

Pete Seeger. A short time ago, C was been nominated for another. It's been a long time coming. He is 

one of the greatest guitarists I've ever had the pleasure of hearing. And knowing. I, at one point was 

surrounded by an amazingly talented pool of musicians. 

 

Carlos Santana, Jane’s Addiction, Steve Kimock, Mel Saunders, Israeli artists Ha'Banot Nechama, 

J.Viewz, Geva Alon, David Broza and Coolooloosh are just a few of the acts I have worked with in a 

variety of capacities. I have placed artists over the years on stages in front of hundreds of thousands of 

people globally. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.jeffreylesser.com/Welcome.html
https://www.grammy.com/grammys/artists/c-lanzbom
http://www.clanzbom.com/?p=8132


Coolooloosh on the USS Intrepid 

 

 

 

 

My most Epic string of bookings was for Coolooloosh in 2009, booking huge shows with a built in 

crowd. Here, just the booking itself was also the promotion. Montreal Jazzfest (10,000+) JCC of SF 

Israeli Maccabiah Ceremonies 2009 (8,000 at the Cow Palace in SF) Celebrate Brooklyn in Prospect 

Park (20,000 +), and Joe’s Pub in NYC (Sold Out)). Here’s what makes it so extremely epic. I booked 3 

of those shows with one well written email to a group of hundreds of influencers in the music biz. Do 

more with less. 



But a lot of my shows needed promotion, grassroots style. So, I would connect with people who fit the 

mold in person, approaching them with a flier (I designed all printed materials), putting up posters in 

the college dorms at NYU, talking them up, playing a disc off my Sony Discman (Remember those 

things?), getting their email address, the complete lead generation journey all the way to the close! A 

lot of them would show up!! Barking shows in front of clubs was my favorite. It’s when you try to 

drive REAL WORLD sidewalk traffic into a show by pitching the show to them. Promoting to 

hundreds from the stage at other shows with similar target audiences was also a great tactic. Let’s just 

say I don’t remember a show of mine  that was not over 90% at capacity. Most SOLD OUT. It was all 

for the love of music! 

 

As new technologies made their way into the virtual world, I would apply my acumen for sensing 

promotional opportunities via Blogging, MySpace, twitter and Facebook; all the while using writing as 

my tool to connect with music fans.  

 

It was around this time, that I met a beautiful girl under a tree in Sheep’s Meadow in Manhattan’s 

Central Park. We got to talking and she told me that I should start writing. So, I began a journey that 

had a pen flying across hundred of sheets of paper over the next few years while on my global travel 

adventures and as the road manager for a few bands on short tours. 

 

When I moved to San Francisco in 1997 for 10 years, I continued on my music path in a variety of 

ways, working in various aspects of the music business in my spare time in Booking, Promotion and 

Music Production. I also graduated with a BA in Speech Communications from San Francisco State 

University with an emphasis in Rhetoric and Persuasion, my true passion. 

 

 

I have also had the pleasure of working for and with some of NYC’s and San Francisco’s top Music 

Event Promoters and Producers who have worked with the likes of of U2, REM, Bruce Springsteen, 

Dylan and with those who had worked with who many view as the greatest Rock promoter in history, 

Holocaust refugee, the Legendary Bill Graham (discovered Carlos Santana, Managed Jefferson 

Airplane, founded the Fillmore in NYC and SF) ; taking part in producing events from anywhere from 

500 to 60,000 people. This is my passion. To heighten awareness and raise visibility of products, ideas 

and entities via the written and spoken word; to place them on a pedestal via Sales, Business 

Development, Marketing, PR. To put them on a lighted stage. Whatever it takes. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Achieving your Goals 

 

       
 

I’ll conclude this section with talking a bit about my favorite band (How I can talk about music without 

naming my favorite band), legendary cult band Rush (Handwritten Lyrics Above). They have inspired 

me with their music and just doing it their own way, not worrying what anyone thought, amassing 

millions of fans globally.  

 

They have so inspired me that when a film finally told the story of their lives and career, and won a 

Heineken award at the Tribeca Film Festival a while back, I said I must show this film in Israel! I 

hacked away at a variety of opportunities and a few months later premiered five nights at the Tel Aviv 

Cinemateqhue, got great press (Including a feature article here),  and got them quite a few new fans. I 

also secured sponsorship from Heineken for all promotional materials..  

 

Passion Drives Results - ME 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kyhW2v0NDM0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kyhW2v0NDM0
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rush_(band)
http://www.hollywoodreporter.com/news/rush-doc-wins-tribeca-audience-23171
http://bit.ly/2AjY9gL


Marketing Bound 

 

      
 

Killer Content is Key to Driving Traffic 

 

I lived in San Francisco from 1997-2006 and was in the thick of it during the first Dot Com 

Boom/BUST. Yes those were the days of Pud and Fuckedcompany.com, when companies were blowing 

through millions without any viable business models. I was in Sales and Business Development for a 

Fortune 500 IT Consulting company back then, and startup clients were dropping like flies.  

 

My focus was having Ajilon prominently visible at startup events (There were a lot of those) including 

developing strategic partnerships with job search boards such as Dice and Monsterboard. I regularly 

met with senior VP level people for business at companies such as the Gap, Charles Schwab and Wells 

Fargo, but business at the startups was dying.  

 

That is when I decided to go back to school and pursue a BA in a Marketing communications – centric 

field. I chose Speech Communications and it was a fascinating field of study. It prepared me as a 

marketing writer, publicist, digital evangelist. It really filled in what was for the most part natural. 

 

 

Upon graduation in 2004, I landed a position at Men's Wearhouse, a Fortune 100 retailer where I 

worked next door to George “You're gonna like the way ya look. I guarantee it” Zimmer. I was brought 

on as the chief editor responsible for launching an internal communications tool to be used by 10,000 

North American employees which I branded Sharehouse and devised, wrote, and edited the majority of 

the content, striving to build a community where everything having to do with the company was 

consumed and shared. I promoted it's use during corporate events and using long distance video 

conferencing. Sharehouse was a corporate morale booster, sort of like a company-centric version of 

Facebook, that was just about getting off the ground back then. I managed a team of around 12 people, 

consisting of writing, design contractors.  

 

I strongly believe that in today’s Web 2.0 and traditional PR world, companies need a 360 degree 

marketing plan. I have a solid background in PR, writing, product evangelism and understand how 

Social Media all ties together so that organizations can enjoy increased visibility and secure goals. I 

also understand how imperative it is to widen the net by reaching out to analysts, members of the 

relevant media, securing spots in sales channels and developing long term strategic partnerships. 

 

Once I discover an opportunity, I naturally devise a strategy to contact the right person using the right 

words to make something happen. I’m a big fan of PR and have had much success in a number of 

different areas getting stories covered. I believe in Organic marketing and while advertising is great, 

there is nothing like good lo’ fashioned PR. Read my post that will communicate the difference 

between PR and Advertising. 

http://bit.ly/2y6YlhB


So, at my first position in Israel in marketing tech, I was doing a lot of content marketing. This was in 

2010 and I didn’t really know what I was doing. I was thinking of ideas, writing and disseminating 

content. They called me their online evangelist. The term content marketing would have made sense if I 

even heard of it, but LinkBait is what we called it. I would spend hours within LinkedIn groups, 

identifying the most active discussions and insert some of my company's insight, which usually 

consisted of 3 lines and a link. My opportunistic approach led me to secure a briefing with a prominent 

analyst as well as a spot in a Canadian government approved sales channel. After a few months of 

doing that, unique visitor traffic nearly tripled and I was cited by LinkedIn as influencer of the week on 

a few occasions In a few different groups. 

 

Nearly 8 years later, Content Marketing is huge, only gaining steam and rightfully so. But, it must bring 

insight and new knowledge to audiences. By utilizing such avenues as LinkedIn, Reddit, Guest Posting 

and coupling it with a compelling content writing strategy, you can connect with your target market and 

drive enormous amounts of traffic that will convert. 

 

When I explain what I did back then, today to interviewers, they say, Ah. So you’re a Growth Hacker. 

This term did not yet exist. I tell them I don’t know what it was called back then. I just do what’s 

natural. Only in the past 2-3 years, Sean Ellis's term created in 2010 has gone mainstream. So, yes I am 

a growth hacker, hacking away at opportunities, till I get a hit. Then the RUSH overwhelms me. No 

pun intended. Actually, perhaps it is. 

 

Let's take a page of Google results for example. Doesn't matter if it's a search on drones, cloud, devops 

or mobile analytics. I see all the results as opportunities. Whether it's a writer of an article, a relevant 

blogger, a conference, a sponsorship trade or a strategic partnership opportunity. I devise a plan, get the 

message ready and hack away. 

 

My philosophy of opportunism and the written/spoken word can achieve volumes, has secured me 

great results and I am hungry for more. Identifying and investing the time to nurture relationships with 

influencers, journalists, decision makers all covers the area of Marketing, Biz Dev and PR. I'd love to 

share my philosophy with you about end to end lead generation. 

 

I'm driven by numbers and results. What works for one product, might not work for another. The trick 

is to understand this and optimize your marketing tactics. 

  

       
 

I have a lot to talk about and I am very confident in saying that my skills and experience may very well 

be a great match for what you need, and would welcome the opportunity to discuss with you in person. 

 

 

I want to be the BEST, focusing on one great product, and my goal would be to inspire people to click, 

see, share and ultimately. BUY. Living in the Limelight, on a lighted stage is not only a product’s 

universal dream. It is also a dream of mine to put one there. 



 

Every Opportunity Identified that is not contacted Via Some Medium is a Potential Lost Opportunity- 

ME  

 

Because if there's even a .1% chance that an opportunity can be a customer, it's worth some type of 

action. A huge believer in marketing automation, I believe it can be done in a strategic fashion. It 

MUST be done. For the sake of Success. 

 

 

And last but not least. Don't ever let the fire go out. 

 

 

 

Thanks for your time and I optimistically look forward to hearing from you. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Alex S. Gutman ° NYC–> הארץ   Dec. 2009 ° alexsamgutman@gmail.com ° 054.267.9454 

mailto:alexsamgutman@gmail.com

